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The SPP34/SPSM29 proceedings will be printed photographically, and thus all manuscripts for the
proceedings need to be camera-ready, i.e., in a state in which they can be reproduced without any changes.
The manuscripts submitted will be reproduced directly by photo-offset lithography, without any reduction
or magnification. It is essential that much greater care than usual must be taken with the preparation of
manuscripts, so that there are no errors, smudges, stray marks, or misspellings. These instructions have
been prepared using the style you should adopt, and should be studied closely.

1. General
The authors are requested to submit an
electronic file (PDF format) containing a
two-page manuscript for the SPP34/SPSM29
Proceedings via the symposium web site;
http://spp34.qe.eng.hokudai.ac.jp/index.html.
Please note that only the electronic version of the
manuscript in PDF format will be accepted.
The due date for the electronic submission of the
manuscript is October 21 (Friday), 2016. The
manuscript should be prepared in English and in a
two-column, camera-ready form, according to the
instructions that are given in detail below.
2. Typing
The manuscript should be typed in A4-size
(210×297 mm), using single spacing with the
preferred type font being 11 point Times New
Roman. Please leave 25 mm margins on the top and
bottom, and 20 mm on both the left and right. The
length of a manuscript is strictly limited to 2 pages,
including figures and tables. Manuscripts should be
normally prepared using MS Word.
3. Title
The title of the paper should be typed with the
initial letter of each word being capitalized, except
articles, prepositions, and conjunctions. The title
should be centered, and the preferred font is
bold-faced Times New Roman 14 point in size.
Please write in the title also in Japanese.
4. Author(s) and Affiliation(s)
Skip one line after the title line(s) and type
authors’ names (speaker underlined), which should
preferably be spelled out. Capitalize the initial letter

of the family name and that of the first name of
each author. Then, skip another line before
beginning the authors’ affiliation(s). The authors’
names and affiliations should also be centered. The
preferred font is Times New Roman 12 point in size
for authors’ names, and italic Times New Roman
10 point in size for affiliations. Please write in the
author’s names and affiliations also in Japanese.
5. Abstract
Each manuscript should include a short abstract
(normally not more than 100 words). Skip one line
after the authors’ affiliation line(s), and type the
body of the abstract. Please leave an additional 10
mm margin on both the left and right side. The
preferred type font is 10 point Times New Roman.
6. Main Body of the Text
The main body of the text should be divided
into sections, and begin after skipping two lines
after the last line of abstract. The sections should be
numbered sequentially. Capitalize the initial letter
of each word in the headings, except articles,
prepositions, and conjunctions. The preferred font
for the main body of the text is Times New Roman,
11 point in size, with the heading being bold-faced.
Indent the first line of each paragraph. Do not skip a
line between paragraphs, but leave a line between
sections.
Additionally, the text in each section may be
divided into subsections, where the font for the
subheadings should be italic with only the initial
letter being capitalized for each subheading.
6.1 Tables
Tables should be numbered serially throughout

the paper with Roman numerals, and each should be
placed in the text where reference is made to it.
When tables are referred to in the text, they should
be typed in full thus: Table I (i.e., with a single
space between Table and the number following).
Moreover, table headings should always appear
above the table. The preferred font is 10 point
Times New Roman for tables and table headings.
Table I. A sample table

Intensity (arb. units)
Chamber A
25000
Chamber B
69800

Te (eV)
4.2
2.5

6.2 Mathematical and structural formulae
Mathematical and structural formulae should be
written with particular care, and may be numbered:

F = ∫ f ( x )dx

(1)

However, simple expressions should be left in the
text, written on one line, e.g., R=a/(b+c).
6.3 Figures
Figure, which can be color or black/white, should
appear as part of the text, inserted where mentioned.
They should be numbered serially throughout the
paper with Arabic numerals. When figures are
referred to in the text, they should be typed thus:
Figure 1 at the beginning of the sentence, while Fig.
1 in the sentence (with a single space between
Figure or Fig. and the number following). Figure
captions should be centered below the figure, with
the caption in small letters, and an initial capital for
the first word and proper nouns only. The preferred
font is 10 point Times New Roman for figure
captions. In addition, photographs, if used, should
be preferably sharp, well-contrasted, glossy prints.

Fig.1. A sample figure

Acknowledgments
Acknowledgments, if any, should be placed at
the end of the text before the references.
References
References mentioned in the text should be
numbered sequentially, and the number should
appear in brackets such as [1], [2,3], and [1-4].
When journals are listed in references, the journal
title, volume number, and inclusive page number
are followed by the year. Abbreviations of journal
titles should accord with the usage of the Japanese
Journal of Applied Physics (JJAP). References
should be listed at the end of the main body of the
text in numerical order, with the preferred font of
10 point Times New Roman:
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